CRUISER THUNDERBOLT—
100+ Compression.
New winding, new cover.
A distance ball for top-flight players. Hy-test Ball for average golfer.

KROYDON Announces

THUNDERBOLT IRONS & WOODS

Thunderbolt irons are forged from finest high grade steel and polished to a very high lustre finish. Balance, loft and lie are tuned to professional needs.

The all new Thunderbolt woods are turned from the finest select persimmon wood. Expert and precise balance is achieved by Kroydon's new and exclusive contro-weight method of sole-weighting.

THE CRUISER WOODS & IRONS will again lead the parade in sales for 1954. The new companion woods to CRUISER are the all new STRATOCRUISER LAMINATED WOODS with natural finish heads. Both CRUISER and STRATOCRUISER WOODS are built with the new sole plate window with Contro-flex balance.

KROYDON-HEAD COVERS—New No-tab features—Rainbow colors.

COMPLETE NEW GOLF BAG LINE—
Umbrellas, Caddy Carts, famous Kroydon Gloves
New 100+ Compression Cruiser-Thunderbolt Golf Ball.

Kroydon

CLUBS FOR BETTER GOLF

MAPLEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
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Care and Maintenance of Mowing Equipment

Proper Preventative Maintenance Program Adds Life to Major Equipment

By WILLIAM U. ROULETTE, JR.

THE proper maintenance of mowing equipment is of paramount importance to golf club superintendents. The establishment of a planned preventative maintenance program will add years of cutting life to equipment that represents a major capital investment.

The purchase of a new tractor with a five-gang mower is the equivalent of buying a new $3,000 automobile. When you take possession of a new car, you drive it from the dealer’s showroom with great care. When you get it into your garage, one of the first things you do is read over the manufacturer’s instruction and operating manual. For the first 500 miles you drive over good roads at moderate speeds to break it in properly. At the end of this period, you go back to the dealer for a check-up to make sure your car is functioning properly and all engine and body parts are tight.

Break-In Period Important

If every superintendent could impress upon his operators the importance of a break-in period for all mowing equipment, they would reap tremendous dividends in low-maintenance and high operating performance. Just like a car, each new tractor and gang mower unit should have a break-in period. It is not necessary to baby the unit for three or four weeks as you would a car, but care should be taken not to overload the tractor or take it over rough terrain for at least the first 10 to 15 hours of operation.

When you take delivery of your tractor, and if it is not necessary to put it to work immediately, it is a wise procedure to run the engine at a slightly over idling speed for three or four hours. While most tractor engines have had a factory run-in, it is good practice to give the unit an additional run-in period.

Gang mowers should be checked also to see if all points are properly lubricated before a wheel is turned because, the life of fairway mowers actually depends on how the cutting edges are adjusted for the first eight hours of operation.

When the mowers leave the factory, the flyknife reel and bedknife steel are ground as close as possible to conform to natural surfaces. For every half hour during the first eight hours of operation, extra care should be made to see that proper adjustment is maintained. This will eliminate uneven wear and prevent distorted surfaces and uneven cutting edges.

Give your mowers at least an eight hour break-in period at slow speeds over relatively easy, level terrain. After this “shake-down” operation, they should be checked thoroughly and any nuts or bolts that have loosened should be tightened.

Small power mowers also require a break-in period. The motor should be run for about two or three hours before actually operating the mower. The unit should be checked for proper adjustment every half hour for the first eight hours of operation — just as a gang mower should be checked. After this eight hour shake-down period, check the machine and tighten any nuts or bolts that may have become loosened.

Proper Lubricating Practices

Use only clean oil and grease of the grade recommended by the equipment manufacturer to lubricate your units. Too often, oil or grease cans are left open in the maintenance shed. These opened cans collect dust, dirt and even metal chips which can be forced into precision bearings and cause premature failure. Your automobile service station does not use contaminated grease or oil when they lubricate your car, so why use it to lubricate your tractors, gang mowers or power mowers.

Set aside a period of time each week for a complete, overall check and lubrication of all equipment. Take a little longer than your daily check-up and you will insure long-life and low-maintenance costs for your equipment.

Keep a record sheet for each piece of
A NEW UTILITY FOR THE GOLFER

A NEW PROFIT ITEM FOR THE PRO!

Kadditowl

A brand new, much needed item that is receiving tremendous reception by golfers all over the country.

Made of absorbent, durable terry cloth, the KADDITOWL is 14 inches wide by 20 inches long with a deep divided pocket at the bottom. In addition to being a convenient bag towel, the KADDITOWL includes these five other features:

1. BALL CLEANER — A plastic encased sponge in a pocket. Always ready for use.
2. CLUB FACE CLEANER — Nylon brush with metal tip and wooden handle. Ideal for keeping club faces clean of mud and dirt.
3. CIGARETTE POCKET — Keeps cigarettes and lighter, or matches, snugly in place.
4. UTILITY POCKET — For scorecard, pencil and other miscellaneous items.
5. TEE HOLDER — Keeps four extra tees readily available.

The KADDITOWL is washable and will not fade. A metal clasp through a brass grommet at the top holds the towel to the bag. Elastic cords are provided at the bottom to prevent flapping. KADDITOWL is supplied in assorted colors of green, blue, pink, and yellow.

Order your supply now — cash in on this sensationally fast selling new item. Minimum quantity shipped — one dozen.

KADDITOWL CO. • P.O. BOX 239 • DALLAS, TEXAS
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equipment you operate. This record can be hung up on the wall where the equipment is stored. Fill in information such as dates machines were lubricated, the battery checked, the mowers sharpened and all other maintenance measures taken, together with such other data as may be required. Check instruction manuals for frequency of lubrication.

Use of Instruction Manuals

Every manufacturer of mowing equipment goes to great expense to prepare and furnish instruction manuals and parts lists for each piece of their equipment. Never assume that you know all about mowing equipment and that you can “File and forget” this manual. Your maintenance man and operator, as well, should read through the manual carefully and familiarize himself with the new equipment. It will pay off in savings later on. This manual is an important part of your equipment, almost as important as a wheel, and should be placed in an active file for ready reference. If your manual has become lost, write the manufacturer of the equipment for an additional copy for your records. Give model and serial number of equipment. Make sure you get the correct manual for your machine.

Maintenance of Gasoline Engines

Tractor engines are of the water-cooled type and will not require as much attention as the air-cooled engines used on small power mowers. The level of water in radiator, the oil in sump, and the carburetor air cleaner, should be checked regularly each day the unit is used.

Power mower engines are air-cooled and have air ducts and screens that are designed to keep the engine running at the correct temperature. Grass clippings and dirt should be cleaned regularly from the screens and ducts to assure the engine “breathing” properly and running at right temperature.

Another occasion for excessive maintenance of engines is created by the use of dirty gasoline. When contaminated gasoline is used in the tank of tractors or power mowers, dirt is carried to the carburetor where it clogs jets and leaves the engine starved for gas. This loss of engine power, extra maintenance costs and downtime can be averted only by using clean gasoline.

Unwatched grass clippings can also create extra maintenance. Unless they are cleaned off the top of the gasoline tank and around the fill cap, clippings may drop into the tank. Gas will break down the grass and leave a lint-like structure that clogs gas lines and carburetor jets.

Informed Operator Does Better Work

Take time to instruct each man on the proper operation of all the equipment he uses, from a tractor and gang mower to the lowly hand mower. Cover the operation and type of work each unit is designed to do and the equipment will not be misused or abused. If each operator knows why he is doing a particular job he can and will do it better. He will be a happier and more efficient, effective worker in helping to keep the course in top condition.

A Word About Mowing Speeds

You probably have never seen anyone pushing a hand mower too fast. Most “walk-behind” power mowers are designed to give the best cut at this same normal walking speed. With riding-type machines, the speed is increased, but only slightly faster. Never operate power mowers at full throttle.

Tractor and gang mower speeds have been the subject of much discussion. Most fairway type mowers have been designed for speeds up to six miles per hour and will give the best cut within this speed range. On fairway mowers, the height of cut is adjusted from the roller which must follow the natural contour of the ground to give a proper cut as set and to give the golfer the lie he expects on the fairway. If the tractor speed is excessive, the roller bounces off the ground, and irregularities in ground level result. If spring-loaded rollers are used, this condition is obviously minimized and often eliminated. At speeds faster than six miles per hour, maintenance costs mount rapidly. If high speed is a “must,” there are high-speed mowers available other than fairway types, which have been specifically designed for this operation. Using pneumatic tires that do not depend on a roller to control the depth of cut, they can be operated at any speed compatible with the contour of the ground and the comfort of the operator.

Proper Adjustment Adds Life

Proper adjustment of reel type mowers has a definite bearing on the life of the machine. Most operators have a tendency to maintain too tight an adjustment which causes premature wear on the flyknife reel and bedknife steel. This wear is very obvious and noticeable even from a casual observation. A too tight adjustment not only causes wear to flyknife and bedknife, but is transmitted through the bearings and gears right through to the drive wheels. The tight adjustment will also create ex-
Plan Now to Make More Profit by Selling Kenneth Smith Golf Clubs

You know by now how your profits in golf clubs stack up in the season just past. Are you satisfied?

For next season why not sell the name that everyone who knows, acknowledges is tops in golf — Kenneth Smith? You'll make more money — and here's why: Every golfer who plays Kenneth Smith clubs, is a booster. Every set you sell helps you sell many others.

It isn't big names or subsidized players endorsing a brand of clubs, that makes them fit Mr. Average Golfer. No sir! But custom-making to individual specifications does satisfy him because they fit him, help him to lower scores. That's the Kenneth Smith way and it explains why Pros the world over and thousands of average golfers, praise his clubs.

Write today for the full Kenneth Smith story.
cessive friction and overload the engines of power mowers.

To know just what the proper adjustment is, an understanding of the principle of cutting is helpful. Cutting itself, is similar to the shearing action of a pair of scissors. The cut is made by two sharp square surfaces moving together and across each other's edge.

If you take a new pair of scissors in proper adjustment, they will cut paper or cloth with little effort. If you tighten the blade adjustment, you can hardly operate them at all and this is what happens when a reel type mower is too tight. Conversely, when you make the blade adjustment too loose, the scissors will not cut but merely pinch. When the adjustment of a reel type mower is too loose, it only pinches the grass between the reel and bedknife and is dragged across the knives, actually rounding off and removing the sharp edge. When this happens, it is necessary either to “lap in” the two surfaces with an abrasive, or set the adjustment slightly tighter than normal to wear the surfaces back to original sharpness.

Just what is the proper adjustment for a reel type mower? In all truthfulness, there is no definite rule or measurement for this other than the fact that the two surfaces should be adjusted to zero clearance in order to offer just a slight contact between the flyknife reel and the bedknife steel. If this contact is maintained at all times, you will have a relatively self-sharpening effect. As the unit is operated during the season, the front edge of the bedknife steel is worn away, leaving a feather edge. This is formed by the reel as it revolves across the cutting surface. To eliminate this condition, the steel should be ground in a bedknife backing grinder or filed to a square sharp edge.

**Grinding Mowers**

Unless the proper tools are available, it is better to have the authorized dealer for your equipment do the job for you. He has the proper equipment and know-how to do the job properly. Bear in mind that the important surfaces which do the actual cutting can be quickly ruined and many years of life that is available in the mower destroyed if you subject them to improper grinding. If you have the proper grinding machines, write the manufacturer of your equipment for grinding specifications before attempting the job yourself.

**Proper Winter Storage**

The ideal time to do any major repair work that may be required is before the tractors are stored away for the winter. When the mechanical work is completed, run the engine until the oil is warmed and then change oil. Remove the battery and store in a warm dry place. Drain water from the radiator. Remove the spark plugs from the engine and cover the top of each piston with about one ounce of lubricating oil, then replace spark plug. Drain out gasoline from the tank and carburetor and blow out gas lines. It is wise to check condenser, points, and spark plugs, replacing them if faulty or worn. Before placing tractor up on blocks, check tire pressure and make sure it is proper for each tire. Make sure that liquid filled tires contain a non-freezing solution.

Remember, the storage area for your tractor should be dry and away from fertilizer or plant food.

Before storing gang mowers, remove the frames. Remove the gear casing covers and inspect all gears and bearings, then replace all worn parts and reassemble. Oil all bearings and lubrication points. Sharpen flyknife reel and bedknife if required. When maintenance work is complete, thoroughly clean both mower and frame and repaint. Store units in a dry place to prevent excessive weathering.

Small power mowers should also be repaired (if required) before storage. After removing fuel line from gas tank, drain out all gasoline from tank and carburetor to prevent formation of gum, then replace line. An ounce of lubricating oil should be

**Western Turf Meetings**

Oct. 8 — Northern California Turf Grass Conference—Univ. of Calif., Davis, Calif. Dr. Robert Deering, Dept. of Landscape Management, Davis, Calif.

Oct. 12-13—Southern California Turf Conference and Field Day—Riverside CC. Dr. V. T. Stoutemyer, Dept. of Floriculture and Ornamental Horticulture, Univ. of Calif. at Los Angeles.


We will sell or lease or finance your entire fleet.

**Golf Cart Supply Co.**
2226 Wabansia Chicago 47, Illinois

Please send complete information about Kaddie Karts. We are interested in buying ______ leasing ______.

Name __________________ Position __________________

Club __________________

Address __________________ City ______ State ______

**List Prices**

T14 Regular Brackets — "A" 14 in. Wire Spoke Wheels ...$33.95
T14PO Pipe Organ Type — "B" 14 in. Wire Spoke Wheels 33.95
T11 Regular Brackets — "C" 11 in. Disc Wheels ........... 29.95
T11PO Pipe Organ Type — "D" 11 in. Disc Wheels ........... 29.95

Regular Pro and Club Discounts. Send For Catalogs.

**Completely Automatic**
Drop The Handle — It Folds Lift Handle — It Opens

All steel, automatic ball bearing. The handle does the work. Long handle, no adjustment necessary. Universal balance. Stands erect either closed or open. Flexible body torsion and retractable wheels. No wing nuts, no sliding arms, no push buttons, ratchets or complicated mechanism.

**Chamberlin Metal Products**
2226 Wabansia Chicago 47, Illinois

Please ship ______ Kolapsi Kart, Type ______.

Please send complete information about the Automatic Kolapsi Kart for (resale) (my private use).

Name __________________

Address __________________

City ______ State ______

Club __________________ Position __________________
placed on the top of the piston and the spark plug replaced. Ground out the spark plug wire, then pull up the engine against compression. The cutting unit should be inspected and resharpened if required. Make sure that all bearings and gears are lubricated, then clean complete mower and frames with a detergent and paint. Store the mower in a dry place away from fertilizer or plant food.

Review Equipment Needs
The time when you are repairing and storing your equipment for the winter is the time to do your planning for Spring. Review your requirements and, based on the condition of your present equipment and the job to be done, get prices on needed equipment to present to your club committee or Board of Directors. Your equipment dealers will be glad to arrange demonstrations of equipment for you at any time in order to help justify your requests for additions and replacements. Make sure, when planning for Spring, you request an adequate set of tools to keep your machines maintained for the coming season. And make sure, too, that all stored equipment is adequately covered by insurance.

National Golf Fund
Issues Report
NATIONAL GOLF FUND, INC., has issued a treasurer’s report covering receipts for National Golf Day in 1952 and 1953 and expenses to date.

Receipts for 1952 National Golf Day co-sponsored by Life magazine and the PGA were $80,112 of which half was contributed to the USO. Of the remaining half $20,000 was allotted to PGA relief, benevolent and educational funds, caddie funds, USGA Green Section turf fellowship, Junior Chamber of Commerce national junior championship, and AWVS Swing Clubs, leaving a balance of $20,086.50.

This year’s National Golf Day receipts were $108,719.65, of which $34,357 is approximately the half earmarked for USO. This leaves about $74,116 of National Golf Fund, Inc. funds available for distribution to golf educational, welfare and charity activities that can qualify according to Internal Revenue dept. regulations.

National Golf Fund, Inc. welcomes inquiries from qualified organizations. Fred Riggin, Sr., pres., Mueller Brass Co., Port Huron, Mich., is president of the Fund. With him on the Fund’s board are other widely known amateurs and PGA officials.

Toro Distributors Honor Scotty McLaren and Wife
In July M. R. (Scotty) McLaren, field expert for Toro Mfg. Corp., celebrated his 70th birthday and his 35th year with the company. In gratitude for the able assistance received from Scotty, Toro’s 75 distributors, through their advisory committee, presented Mr. and Mrs. McLaren with round trip tickets to Scotland with all the trimmin’s for a month’s vacation. Presentation was made by E. J. Smith to the surprised and overjoyed McLaren team-mates during the opening dinner of the Toro distributors’ convention.

Ken Goit, as toastmaster, recalled many of Scotty’s exploits over the years. The McLarens left by air Sept. 15 and will spend most of their time in Glasgow and vicinity during which they’ll celebrate their 43rd wedding anniversary.

Vardon Trophy Leaders
As of Sept. 15, Mangrum with average of 70.22 strokes for 64 rounds led in Vardon Trophy rating. Dutch Harrison with 70.45 av, for 94 rounds was second, followed in order of averages by: Sam Snead — 70.79 for 52 rounds; Fred Haas, Jr. — 71 for 77 rounds and Marty Furgol — 71.07 for 104 rounds.

TIME OUT FOR TWO CHAMPIONS
Rene Dentan (R) presents a Rolex watch to Babe Zaharias as a trophy for the Babe’s Tumor Fund drive. The ceremony took place at Tony Manero’s Steak House, Riverside, Conn., as you might suspect from Tony on the left and the sign in the background. Between Babe and Tony is Ed. J. Meyer who, like Denton, is a Rolex official.
Eugene Golf and Country Club puts great emphasis on youth activities. Shown above are preliminary tryouts for the City Junior Swim Championships held in August. In addition to swimming and other group sports, the Club has, under pro Wendell Wood, a highly developed junior golf program. Eighteen of Wood's pupils were represented in the 1953 Oregon Junior Tournament, the largest delegation from any club in the state.

Attention to "Little Things" Is Wood's Success Formula

When the registration list at this year's Oregon State Junior tournament was checked, it revealed Eugene G&CC led the list with 18 entries. You would understand why, if you spent a few hours at Eugene's beautiful, complete and busy layout observing the active routine of their pro, Warren Wood. This is the first and only pro job Warren has ever held, having taken over his duties in 1935. A native of Eugene, he began his commercial golf career as caddie at the club when 12 years of age.

Wood has given his enthusiastic attention to the hundreds of important "little things" — the members' children whom he instructs in his junior classes — a program which he started back in 1940. In the years that have passed, Wood, his officials and his members have seen the acorns grow into some of the club's and the community's healthiest timber.

Eugene was host to the USJCC National Junior Amateur championship in 1952 and was the site of the Oregon State Amateur in 1930 and 1950.

Wood, who is not a circuit golfer himself, usually entering only the Northwest, Oregon, and Bing Crosby tournaments, has a 9-year-old son, Byron, who may develop into a top competitor. This year Byron won the "Pee-Wee" flight of the Oregon Junior. Although none of Wood's pupils have won major tournaments, he has a current crop of juniors he feels will be heard from; particularly Shirley Siegmund and Elaine Porritt, both 14, show great promise, he feels. Shirley won the club junior title with an 86 in her final match against Elaine this summer.

Fifteen-year-old Gary Geersten gets a pat on the back from Wood, who feels...
Above is a comparison of the area needed to store old and new types of golf carts. On the left are two rows of older type carts stored in an area 51 inches wide for the two rows. On the right are four rows of a new design in golf cars which, because they may be folded flat and still rolled, occupy an area of only 47 inches for four rows.

great things are in store for him. Geersten, who has carded a 73 in tournament play, comes by his sport naturally. He is a cousin of John Geersten, well-known San Francisco pro.

The emphasis of junior activity extends beyond golf into other fields of sports, a feature of which is junior swimming instruction. Try-outs for the city’s junior swimming championship were held in the club’s pool in August.

The success of Warren’s persistent program of activity promotion is briefly reflected by the activity in his pro shop. The tidily arranged, neatly kept shopping center is well patronized by the members’ families.

Like so many golf professionals, however, Wood is confronted with the perplexing problem of golf cart storage. The club has 450 members, the great percentage of them active golfers. With no permanent enclosure available outside his pro shop, Wood is confronted with the responsibility of storing 320 carts. As the accompanying photograph shows, there are times when almost all available pro shop space is occupied with the two-wheel pack ponies. He reports that the Con-Voy type of cart which folds to occupy approximately a square foot of floor space, yet permits wheeling of carts for efficient storage arrangement, is enabling him to gradually overcome part of his congestion problem.

BUYING MOOD LIVENED
(Continued from page 53)

This barrel has the outside covered with wallpaper. That gives it eye-appeal. The paper is changed every few weeks. The barrel does an almost unbelievable volume of business.

Assistants Are Praised

One man I heard say to Harry, about one of the Obitz assistants, “Congratulations on having such a nice young fellow working for you.” What that remark amounted to was the customer thanking Harry for giving him the opportunity to spend his money pleasantly.

Obitz told me after the customer had left: “That’s what makes me proud of these boys of mine. They have brains and class and enjoy their work. I think I have really the best balanced top grade pro shop staff there is anywhere in the country. I believe it’s a great thing for the club and the pro to have a customer commend an